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Since 1869, Sainsbury’s has been a pioneer of innovation  
and has always been at the forefront of introducing new food and drink 
to cater to the adapting tastes of our customers. From being the first 
supermarket to introduce organic wine in the 1970s, to the first British-
owned supermarket to sell Crémant in the UK, we love exploring and 
launching new products for our customers. 

Sainsbury’s has launched Plate of the Nation: The Drinks Dispatch report 
to explore the existing and upcoming trends within the beers, wine and 
spirits space, as well as to reflect on how COVID-19 has impacted our 
drinking habits. 

As we continue to navigate through uncertain times, many of our 
customers have embraced the additional time at home and taken the 
opportunity to discover something new. For some, this was looking to re-
create that bar experience within their home, whether that be through 
choosing a more premium drink option or investing in barware and 
accessories to serve up their favourite quarantine cocktail. 

The past few years have seen a growing movement towards mindful 
drinking, with many consumers consciously testing out and choosing 
drinks that they consider more aligned with their overall lifestyle 
choices. At Sainsbury’s we’re committed to supporting people’s changing 
and varied lifestyles and this means we’re always on the lookout for 
options that diversify our range – whether it’s new organic drinks, the 
latest no and low-alcohol options to hit the market or innovative new 
vegan cocktail ingredients.

Colour will continue to be a big trend in the coming months. This year 
we’re excited to introduce two new choices for those who love a pop of 
colour in their drinks: the UK’s very first selection of pink Prosecco and 
Sainsbury’s first orange wine. We’re also keeping our finger on the pulse 
of new British favourites – from cutting edge craft beers to spiced rum.

Looking ahead, Sainsbury’s will continue its aim to be at the forefront of 
introducing new and innovative drinks, as well as adapting our range to 
cater to the different ways our customers are buying and drinking.
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Foreword

Elizabeth Newman
Category Manager, 
Beers, Wines and 
Spirits, Sainsbury’s
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COVID-19’s

Time to shine for  
Bag in Box wine
Brits are beginning to think inside the box when it comes to 
wine, as 6.8m savvy customers flocked to buy Bag in Box 
(BiB) options during lockdown. 

6,800,000 people bought Bag in  
Box wine during lockdown

More than 1 in 4 people (28%) aged 25-34 bought BiB  
during lockdown. 

“A whole new generation of customers are 
discovering Bag in Box wines for the very first time, 
finding them the perfect remedy to overspending 
– for money and consumption – because BiB helps 
them to control both. There is absolutely nothing 
not to love about these wines – the quality has 
come on leaps and bounds and many of them offer 
much more sustainable packaging; something that 
wine drinkers are increasingly conscious of. We 
expect to see many new BiB brands appear in the 
next year or so to meet rising customer demand.”
Helena Nicklin, Wine Expert

Going premium 
With first class flights and premium holiday 
packages off the cards during lockdown, wine 
lovers instead splashed out on a bit of luxury 
as they holidayed at home with premium wine 
upgrades. 

At Sainsbury’s...
Premium wine sales +24% 
year-to-date

compared to +13%  
growth across all wine

“While restaurants and bars were closed, many 
customers decided to try something new and opt 
for a premium treat to enjoy at home. We expect 
this great migration towards premium wines to 
continue picking up pace over the next few years, 
as lots of customers will stick with premium 
choices once they’ve made the move.” 
Louise Lynch, Product Development Manager, Beers, 
Wines and Spirits, Sainsbury’s

Bag in Box wine at Sainsbury’s...

250,0001
 repeat purchases  

by Sainsbury’s customers during  
lockdown, April-June

41% growth year-on-year as of July 2020 

Last year’s winners for favourite Bag in Box were...

“Lockdown gave Bag in Box 
wine a real opportunity to shine. 
Shoppers could get the same 
great taste in a larger container 
that kept their wine fresh for 
six weeks from opening, which 
meant fewer trips to the shops. 
This made the move to a Bag 
in Box wine an easy decision 
for many customers in recent 
months – and this is a trend 
we see continuing to grow 
post lockdown as we bring out 
our new premium Taste the 
Difference Bag in Box wines  
in January.” 
Hugh Browne, Wine Buyer, Sainsbury’s

New Bag in Box wines coming soon...

I heart Pinot Grigio in August 

McGuigan Reserve Shiraz and 
Chardonnay in August

Taste the Difference Pinot 
Grigio in January 

With pubs and bars closed during lockdown, many beer, wine and spirits consumers took the 
time to reassess old traditions and try new things – sometimes out of necessity, sometimes 
out of curiosity. Some changes have caught on so well that they’ve formed new trends. 

Customers say they’re choosing 
Bag in Box wine because:
1.  They are able to have the odd glass rather than having to 

finish the entire bottle (31%)
2.  It stays fresher for longer than bottled wine (27%) 

3.  It is better value than bottled wine (24%)

Red 59%              White 35%   Rosé 31% 

Rosé was the favourite for customers 
moving over to a premium wine

Premium rosé sales +60%  
year-to-date

Premium varieties are now 20%  
of all rosé sales 

Premium French favourites +43%  
in sales just during lockdown,  
April to July

Miraval rosé sales +90%  
year-to-date 

£150,000 spent on Born Rosé  
since launching in February

impact on drinking 

1 Data from Sainsbury’s Nectar Card Customers, April – June 2020
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Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Bottle Stopper £7, Sainsbury’s Home Sahara 
Cocktail Shaker £8, Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Jigger £4, Sainsbury’s Home 
Sahara Ice Bucket & Tongs £14.50, Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Pink Hiball £4, 
Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Pink Tumbler £4, Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Pink 
Wine Glass £4.50, Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Tip Measure £4,  
Sainsbury’s Home Sahara Table £42HOME 

Sweet 

HOME
Figures 2019 - 2020

Bar

+21%
Sainsbury’s Home

Elegance gin glass 2pk

+42%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Elegance wine glasses 4pk

+84%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Cosmopolitan white wine 
glass 4pk

+27%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Elegance small wine glasses 4pk

+9%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Serenity wine glasses large 4pk

+30%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Elegance stemless wine glass 4pk

+63%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Cut glass champagne saucer

+89%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Cosmopolitan champagne 
flute 4pk

+180%
Sainsbury’s Home

stainless steel & glass cocktail shaker

+436%
Sainsbury’s Home 

Core cocktail shaker gold

For many the ‘quarantini’ was the 
perfect accompaniment to the Zoom 
party, as people adapted to create 
their own bar experience at home.

“Homemade cocktails  
have undoubtedly boomed 
during lockdown, and it’s a 
trend that could continue 
if retailers offer easy-to-
use resources that help 
consumers to be inspired 
and keep learning how  
to mix cocktail classics  
at home.” 
Tom Sandham, Spirits Expert
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What’s up?on the
Drinking with  
purpose
Many consumers are riding the wave of wellbeing, tapping 
into information on everything - from a drink’s ingredients 
to how it’s made - before choosing what they’ll drink. 

“More customers are now seeking beer, wine or 
spirits that align with wider changes they’ve made 
to their diet – while not compromising on a great 
taste or experience. Whether that be drinks that are 
organic, vegan or NoLow-alcohol, this represents a 
greater shift towards mindful, purposeful drinking.”
Jack Banks, Specialty Beer and NoLow  
Buyer, Sainsbury’s 

Organic is blooming brilliant 
Sainsbury’s was the first supermarket to launch an organic 
wine range in the 1970s, and the organic market continues 
to attract new fans throughout the UK.

NoLow...no longer on the down-low
More people are giving NoLow a go, with Sainsbury’s reporting 
a 35% growth in sales of no and low-alcohol drinks this year. 
Research conducted by Sainsbury’s in 2019 found that nearly 
four in ten (38% of) Brits have tried to cut down on their alcohol 
intake in the previous year, but that over half (53%) are yet to 
try a NoLow product due to not knowing which to try.3 

“We’re seeing a really exciting surge in the 
NoLow alcohol category at Sainsbury’s which 
has rocketed since 2015. We have more than 
50 NoLow options now available in our range 
for those looking to cut down on their alcohol 
intake or avoid a hangover. We know from our 
customers that there is still some uncertainty 
about what these no and low alcohol products 
taste like and how they are made. So, last year 
we opened the UK’s first no and low alcohol 
pub, The Clean Vic, as a two-day pop-up 
experience to give customers the opportunity 
to try over 20 teetotal tipples.” 
Jack Banks, Specialty Beer and  
NoLow Buyer, Sainsbury’s

Over the last twelve weeks, Sainsbury’s Organic Cono Sur 
wines have over-indexed significantly with shoppers  
aged 25-44, suggesting that it’s millennial consumers 
that are opting for authenticity and an increased focus on 
sustainability when they shop.

According to the Soil Association, global organic wine sales 
are likely to top 970 million bottles by 2023, twice the number 
sold a decade earlier in 2013. Last year, in 2019, organic wine 
sales were up 47%, with a current market value of £50m2. 

Sainsbury’s customers’ warmth  
towards organic options: 

+56%  
Organic red wine 

+52%  
Organic white wine 

+49%  
Organic Prosecco 

+39%  
Organic rosé 

+36%  
Organic craft beer 

+35%  
Organic gin 

+32%  
Organic cider 

+30%  
Organic ale

+16%  
Organic vodka 

+14%  
Organic rum

50 NoLow options across beer, 
wine and spirits

NoLow range sales +35%
NoLow wine range +33% in two 
years, from 24 to 32 varieties

“NoLow beer is one of the non-alcoholic 
drinks that – made in the right way and with 
imaginative recipes and good ingredients – 
tastes like its alcohol counterpart. That is a 
major reason why this category is growing 
among people who do drink alcohol but also 
want to have options of great tasting NoLow 
beer if they want it. Quality and choice grow 
better every day. However, few pubs have 
a decent NoLow offering, and this is where 
retailers come in because they offer drinkers  
a wider choice of options for drinking at home. 
Some home drinkers want to intersperse beer 
containing alcohol with NoLow beer because 
they get the taste of beer regardless of the 
alcohol content, and they can do this most 
easily at home.” 
Jane Peyton, Beer Expert

At Sainsbury’s...

35% of customers search for organic wines online 

The SO Organic range grew +35% in the last year 
42% of this growth was from newcomers trying 
the range for the first time

Sainsbury’s Organic Cono Sur range grew  
50% year-to-date +15% for the popular 
Bicicleta Pinot Noir, which can be served chilled

2 Soil Association, 2020 3 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2019 using a sample of 1,500 UK consumers 
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Vegan tipples pick up the pace
Herbivorous habits are heating up, as more people 
consciously choose to cut back on eating meat and other 
animal products. Men are the keenest to try vegan alcoholic 
drinks, consuming almost double the amount of vegan 
drinks that women do – with 24% of men claiming to drink 
vegan booze at least once a month, compared to just  
13% of women.4 

Men drink almost double the 
amount of vegan drinks that 
women do, with 24% of men 
drinking them at least once  
a month, compared to just  

13% of women

An astounding 40% of people say they are drinking more 
vegan alcohol than they did 12 months ago, and just under 1 
in 5 (19%) drink vegan drinks at least once a month. Animal 
welfare (22%) and environmental reasons (21%) were most 
motivating for partaking in a vegan cocktail, and more than 
one in three (34%) of consumers aged 25-34 would consider 
making a regular switch to 
drinking vegan alcoholic 
drinks.5 

Vegan wines have long 
been popular with 
Sainsbury’s customers, with 
65% of Sainsbury’s own-
label wine range currently 
labelled as vegan. Now a 
240% year-on-year jump 
in Sainsbury’s website 
searches for vegan cocktails 
could mark the beginning of 
a boom in vegan cocktails. 

CBD captivates
The curiosity and intrigue around CBD-infused food and drink 
products continues with the CBD beverages market booming. 
Sainsbury’s is exploring this category with products such as Love 
Hemp spring water, infused with CBD hemp droplets, which has 
grown 50% in sales over the last year. 

CBD use within a wide range of products has grown significantly 
in the UK, with research commissioned last year by the Centre for 
Medicinal Cannabis putting the current value of the UK CBD market at 
£300m and forecasting it to grow to over £1bn by 2025. Their research 
cited two surveys that indicated between 8-11% of UK adults (4-6 
million people) had already tried a CBD product.6 

Although still fairly niche and relatively unknown, CBD could well 
become an entirely new category within the non-alcoholic drinks 
space, sitting alongside NoLow and low-calorie drinks. These form 
part of a wider industry drinking trend centred around wellbeing.

4 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
5 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
6 CFMC, 2019 

7 Nielson, 2020
8 IWSR, 2020
9  Sainsbury’s dedicated Future Brands team works closely with small, challenger brands to bring innovative and unique  
products to its customers, recently displaying Bodega Bay’s hard seltzers on its Taste of the Future Bay.

10 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers

In the can…going short  
will be big
Brits seeking easy and affordable ways to enjoy a tipple 
outside of the home are snapping up canned wine, cocktails 
and hard seltzers 7 – and the next big thing will be short 
cocktails in a can.

“With the increasing popularity of short 
cocktails including the Negroni and Old 
Fashioned, it’s likely that these will be the 
latest drinks customers want to snap up 
in a can. The success of short cocktails in 
a can will largely come down to craft-like 
marketing and packaging, as these will be  
aimed at drinkers who would otherwise grab 
a craft beer in a can. But the drinks need 
to be of quality. If leading supermarkets or 
brands work with top bartenders to create 
an authentic short cocktail in a can that 
replicates what you’d get in a cocktail bar, 
this could really take off.”
Tom Sandham, Spirits Expert

Consumers are after complex serves, either as convenient 
classics or unique, crafty twists on the originals8. An 
example of the movement into short canned cocktails 
can be seen most recently through the launch of Niche 
Cocktails, a new canned cocktail brand that has launched 
an Orange Old Fashioned, Manuka Honey Whisky Sour and 
Matcha Mojito for the on-trade, in a bid to limit contact and 
increase speed of service in bars.

“Cans have the convenience factor as they 
offer the perfect ready-to-drink serve – no 
special ingredients or equipment needed – 
making them a natural choice for drinking 
at home or for outings to the beach, park, 
parties or holidays. They’re also brilliant 
for those looking for a smaller portion to 
try something new or avoid buying more 
than they intend to drink. When it comes 
to sparkling wine, single serves are a great 
alternative as it means customers can have 
just one glass rather than opening a  
full bottle.” 
Hugh Browne, Wine Buyer, Sainsbury’s 

Sainsbury’s canned wine sales grew by 48% year-on-year 
for March-May. Customers also love canned hard seltzers 
such as cult brand favourite White Claw, which has had 
100,000 sales since it launched on 10th June, and Bodega 
Bay’s hard seltzers which were recently displayed on its 
Taste of the Future.’ 9 bay for visitors to discover.

The top three reasons 
customers purchased a 
canned alcoholic beverage10 

1. Convenience (32%) 

2.  Wanting to try the drink 
without having to purchase  
a larger volume (24%)

3.  Only needing one  
or two servings (23%) 

“For those wanting to make vegan 
versions of classic cocktails like 
whisky sours, OGGS® aquafaba, 
which will launch this Autumn, is a 
great convenience as it gives people 
the egg white replacement that they 
need for a sour cocktail without the 
long process of draining chickpeas.”
Michael Cary, Spirits Buyer, Sainsbury’s
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Drink pink… 
new Prosecco to sparkle
It’s no secret that Britain has a penchant for pink, with rosé 
and pink gin both selling well year-round. Now consumers 
can look forward to the next exciting pink drink to hit the 
shelves in the UK – pink Prosecco. 

The wait is finally over! After a lengthy campaign by 
Italian producers, rosé Prosecco has been approved by the 
Italian government as a new blend made with 85% Glera 
and 15% Pinot Noir – enabling the wine to take on rosé 
characteristics and its iconic hue. 

“Pending final approvals by the Prosecco 
Consortium, Sainsbury’s customers should be able 
to sample two brand new kinds of pink Prosecco 
this November. The new pink bubbly is as delicious 
as it is beautiful, so we expect these to soon account 
for 20% of all Prosecco sales. The first producers 
have promised us a surprising, fresh and fruity 
flavour, lighter than our Taste The Difference  
Pinot rosé - which will appeal to a wide variety of 
our customers.” 
Jack Lucas, Champagne and Sparkling Wine  
Buyer, Sainsbury’s 

Orange wine  
lights up Instagram
Pink isn’t the only coloured beverage that Brits are 
snapping up, there’s a new colour in town and it’s taking 
the wine market by storm. Orange wine is the latest, 
most Instagrammable wine for trendsetters, with 29% of 
18-34 year olds saying they’d buy it to look good in their 
Instagram feed.13 Being first on the tangerine scene was 
important for one in three (33%) 25-34 year olds who 
said they’d like to lead the trend. Just under one in three 
(32%) of 25-34 year olds said that they thought serving 
orange wine to friends and family would make them 
appear knowledgeable about trending wine varieties.14 

Already famous in Italy, South Africa, Greece, Spain 
and Eastern Europe, orange wine is a must-have for 
Millennials in particular, who dominate the wine market 
and want to try something new.15 However, the tangerine 
dream also calls to one in five (20%) of 35-54 year olds 
who say they want to expand their repertoire.16 

“Orange wine has the added benefit of containing fewer preservatives and being more 
of a natural wine due to the way it’s produced. It’s gaining ground with people who are 
drinking out, and we’ve seen a 468.2% year-over-year increase in Sainsbury’s website 
searches as customers seek it out to drink at home. It offers intense flavours, so it isn’t 
necessarily for everyone – but unlike a lot of wines, it pairs well with any type of food 
you throw at it. We can’t wait to offer a delicious wine in our own favourite  
Sainsbury’s colour.” 
Tom Holliday, Wine Buying Manager, Sainsbury’s

Coming soon...

Nature & Sun Chenin Blanc, wine with distinctive tangerine tint, later this year

11 CGA Pink Gin report, 2019
12 WSTA, 2019 

13 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
14 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
15 Dimensional Insight, 2019
16 Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers

Beer
Beer lovers with an eagle eye can drink pink too, as raspberry-
flavoured pink beers have started to trickle onto UK shelves. 

“The boom in pink gin was born out of the exotic 
allure of botanicals, and these are no less exciting to 
beer fans – especially craft beer drinkers who tend 
to be experimental and eager to try new things. 
Some craft beer brewers are already producing 
imaginative brews that pique the interest of drinkers 
with exotic and fruity botanicals, many of which 
colour the beer pink. Pink beers are increasingly 
popular with customers.” 
Jane Peyton, Beer Expert

Gin
According to CGA, 68.6% of gin growth sales is accounted for 
by pink gin and 5.1 million British consumers now opt for pink 
gin if it is available. Sales of pink gin in the year to mid-May 
2019 were £392.0m—a remarkable eight-fold increase on the 
previous 12 months. In line with sales, the number of British 
consumers drinking pink gin has more than doubled from 
2018-19—from 2.2 million to 5.1 million. More than half (54%) 
of them say they do not drink gin generally, which suggests 
that many have been tempted away from other spirits and 
cocktails by the colour and taste of pink gin.11 

Sainsbury’s has seen incredible growth in this category 
over the last 12 months, with two of its highest selling gin 
products falling into pink gin varieties. Additionally, three out 
of five of its products delivering the most incremental sales 
growth year-on-year across spirits have been pink gins, with 
combined sales of over £9 million. 

Rosé
Sales remain rosy for rosé, with more than 100 million bottles 
sold between 2018-2019 – an extraordinary two million more 
bottles than the previous year.12 Consumers love to ‘sip’ back 
and relax with a rosé, with it dominating 21% of Sainsbury’s 
range across 26 different options. Sainsbury’s rosé sales have 
grown 15% year-on-year, while Italian rosé sales have risen by 
70%. The sparkling Taste the Difference Pinot Rosé is the most 
sought-after rosé at the dance, selling 400k bottles (equivalent 
to £3.3m of RSV) every year.

Coming soon...

Pink Prosecco on the shelves this Winter

Villa Maria SB Blush in September

Taste the Difference Coolwater Sauvignon  
Blush in October
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Rum is the new gin

The seemingly ‘gin-vincible’ spirit and the great British 
favourite, gin, is tipped to be replaced by rum as more 
drinkers choose to sip it neat or transport themselves to 
the tropics with a rum punch, mojito, or a classic dark and 
stormy. Over one in three (34%) 25-44 year olds claim to 
enjoy drinking rum and say it could be their next drink of 
choice.17 

Over one in three (34%) 25-44 year olds 
claim to enjoy drinking rum and say it 

could be their next drink of choice.

“Gin lured countless drinkers away from vodka, with 
notorious classics like the Negroni flourishing as 
drinkers craved punchy new botanical flavours. Now 
gin drinkers are turning towards rum for the same 
reason, as it’s the ideal stepping-stone drink into 
aged spirits: not too bitter, and lovely mixed or neat. 
The beauty of rum is it’s sweet and approachable 
and can be sipped neat. Rum and coke is already 
a ubiquitous serve and for some drinkers, rum can 
be a much easier transition into darker spirits than 
moving from gin to whisky, for example.” 

Tom Sandham, Spirits Expert

31% of 18-44 year olds are open to 
swapping out their gin because rum 

seems easy to drink 

“Sainsbury’s rum sales have grown an impressive 
39% compared to all spirits sales which increased 
by 21%, with homegrown varieties such as Captain 
Webb’s Two Swallows Spiced Rum proving very 
popular amongst consumers. This is phenomenal 
growth to see within the space of just one year, 
so it’s entirely possible that the sweet allure of 
rum could one day possibly even topple gin as the 
nation’s favourite. Let the battle be-gin.”
Michael Cary, Spirits Buyer, Sainsbury’s

“With rum booming, more botanical rum products 
are on the horizon as customers opt for new flavours 
and variations of their new spirit of choice.” 
Emma Williams, Head of Future Brands  
Origination and Investing

The rum market is booming:

Flavoured and spiced rums are 
favoured most, with an 80% 
jump in the number of bottles 
sold between 2014-2019. 

Last year, sales in the UK grew 
7%, while brandy (up 3.1%), 
whisky (up 0.9%) and vodka 
(down 0.4%) all trailed behind.18 

Homegrown sparkling  
comes into its own 
The English wine market continues to sparkle with one in 
five people (20%) choosing to buy British on average once 
a month and 29% saying they like the idea of supporting 
more local wine producers. Wine lovers are also going local 
because they prefer the taste (19%) over wines from more 
well-known regions (such as France), they want to expand 
their wine repertoire (19%), or they like the novelty that an 
English wine would give them in starting up conversations 
at a dinner party (18%).19 

One in five (20%) people who purchased 
English wine in the past year did so 

on average once a month, and the top 
reason for doing so was to support local 

wine producers (29%) 20 

“Consumers are sold on great flavours, provenance 
and quality – and rum’s exotic charms should 
tempt them. Rum’s growth has been slower than 
gin’s, but its time has certainly come. It’s possible 
that in the future we may see more rum being 
produced here in the UK by craft distillers, as rum 
can be made anywhere in the world. But demand 
for rum originating in the Caribbean, Guyana and 
Venezuela will come first.” 

Tom Sandham, Spirits Expert

Sainsbury’s saw a huge 300% uplift in sales for its  
Taste the Difference English sparkling wines for the year-to-
date up to June. Sales of the crowd-pleasing Chapel Down 
range of sparkling wines skyrocketed by 500% over the 
same period, whilst sales of Chapel Down Vintage sparkling  
grew by 207%.

Homegrown white and red wines could be  
on their way as well

“Over the past decade, vineyards 
across England have more than 
doubled and English sparkling wines 
have won many highly regarded 
international awards. With our 
nation’s growing expertise, ideal 
geography and increasingly warmer 
summers taking us closer to a cool 
Champagne climate, the English wine 
industry will continue to grow rapidly. 
The popularity of English wine has 
been driven by the boom in English 
Sparkling, which 
will certainly 
open the doors 
for more types of 
still white, red and 
rosé English wines 
to become more 
mainstream.”

Helena Nicklin, Wine Expert

17  Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a  
sample of 1,000 UK consumers

18 CGA, 2019 
19  Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
20  Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers
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New from France
Taste the Difference Gaillac Rouge or Blanc come 
from one of the oldest wine regions in the south of 
France, with evidence of winemaking dating back 
to pre-Roman times – but previously unknown to 
British drinkers, who have welcomed the chance 
to try something different. In the past year, 
Sainsbury’s customers spent £265k on wines from 
the Gaillac region, enjoying the zesty Blanc made 
from the unusual indigenous grape variety Loin 
de l’œil or the Rouge’s 
smooth boldness and 
bramble fruitiness 
formed by a blend of 
local and international 
grape varieties including 
Braucol, Duras, Syrah, 
Merlot, and Cabernet 
Sauvignon.

“This isn’t the first time we’ve seen our customers 
venture into the French unknown for a new taste, 
Sainsbury’s was the first British supermarket to 
introduce Crémant to the UK as a dry sparkling 
wine made using the same production methods as 
champagne but originating from other regions of 
France.” 
Jack Lucas, Champagne and Sparkling  
Wine Buyer, Sainsbury’s 

Sainsbury’s currently owns 32% of the total 
Crémant market as well as 50% of the market 
share for Crémant de Loire due to its popularity 
with customers. Sainsbury’s sales of Taste the 
Difference Crémant de Loire are up 11% just since 
March (2020).

Eastern Europe surprises
“Eastern Europe is the 
next up and coming 
wine region to watch, 
particularly Romania 
where pinot noirs are 
becoming more widely 
available and at a very 
competitive price. 
Bulgaria also has great 
potential because their 
wines have improved 
drastically over the last ten years and they can 
keep costs down, so once they nail their packaging 
it will be their time to shine. However, the country 
that I think will suddenly explode is Hungary. 
We’ve already seen a trickle of fabulous dry 
Furmints that offer something different, and they 
can offer unique, varietal wines and blends that 
aren’t too expensive. In a world where consumers 
are experimenting more, Hungary is the triple 
threat to other wine regions.”

Helena Nicklin, Wine Expert

Sainsbury’s currently stocks wines 
originating from 16 different countries  
and is always looking for new regions  
to explore. 

Some wines from new regions include:

France:   Taste the Difference Gaillac 
Rouge and Gaillac Blanc

Austria: Taste the Difference Zweigelt

Hungary:   Taste the Difference Dry 
Furmint

E AS T E R N  E U RO PE

Unknown regions take the spotlight

World-famous regions such as New Zealand’s Marlborough and California’s 
Napa Valley spring to mind for great wine. However, once upon a time these 
regions were unknown – and that’s why Sainsbury’s is always on the hunt 
to find new regions that could become the next Bordeaux.

down 
Sweet beverages  
leave a bad taste 
Britain’s sweet tooth is vanishing when it comes to alcohol, as 
many consumers are steering away from sweeter, higher calorie 
drinks. Those reaching for a canned tipple are often stopping to first 
consider its sugar impact, with 23% of 25-34 year olds choosing a 
drink specifically because it offered low-calorie or low sugar21.  

23% of 25-34 year olds who purchased  
canned alcoholic drinks over the past 12 

months, including canned mixed drinks and 
canned wine, did so because it was a  

low-calorie and low sugar option22 

Mixers 
Premium soft drinks now account for 11.5% of total soft 
drinks sales and have stolen share from mainstream brands 
over recent years.23 Traditional mixers are being passed 
over for those with less sugar, a trend expected to be driven 
predominantly by the government’s ‘sugar tax’, which has 
prompted many suppliers to roll out new healthier options, 
or recipes with reduced sugar. Shoppers are also choosing 
pre-mixed diet cocktails like gin and diet lemonade as a 
lower-calorie alternative to traditional sugary alternatives. 

Sweet rosé
Sainsbury’s sweeter style entry/mid rosé sales declined by 
more than 10% over the last year, landing on 29% growth, 
while the entire rosé range grew by 34% over the same 
time. The downfall of sweet rosé is even starker when you 
consider that premium rosé – which tends to be dry – has 
grown by 65% during this time.

Fading glory days for 
traditional beers 

Bitter times for bitters
Market sales show traditional bitter beers are on the decline, 
dropping by 5.7% in the past year 24. 

“Both enthusiasts and casual beer drinkers appear 
to be leaving the traditional beer varieties behind 
for something more experimental in flavour. With 
customers’ palates dialling down on the malt to 
add a more extreme or interesting flavour, the sole 
promise of a ‘bitter’ taste could be what’s leading 
to their decline. People who don’t normally drink 
beer may be more interested in trying a sour beer 
that promises fruity notes, or dry-hopped beers to 
deliver tropical juiciness.” 
Jack Banks, Specialty Beer and NoLow Buyer, Sainsbury’s

Ales and stouts miss out
Drinkers are also abandoning more traditional ales and 
stouts, with market sales figures showing the UK ale market 
has declined by 4.3%25 

“What’s interesting is that amber, gold and canned 
smooth ales are all in significant decline, while IPAs 
– which exist as a subgroup within traditional ales – 
have grown by 5.1% over the same time period. IPAs 
are still on a solid growth path.” 
Jack Banks, Specialty Beer and NoLow Buyer, Sainsbury’s

Modern beer flavours woo 
traditionalists
Craft beers are currently selling better than anything else 
in the beer and cider category at Sainsbury’s, with sales 
climbing by 38% over the last year (July 2019-July 2020), even 
though distribution only increased by 1.5% during that time. 

“Craft beer drinkers and people new to the beer category 
have been eschewing more traditional beer styles, such 
a bitters, and instead have been opting for IPAs with 
peach, mango, orange or tropical flavours, sour beers with 
passionfruit, lime and raspberry flavours and dark beers 
such as porters with powerful coffee, chocolate and nutty 
characteristics. It helps that the branding and packaging of 
craft beer is modern and eye-catching and with the beer’s 
appealing flavour profiles, these are growing in popularity,”
Jane Peyton, Beer Expert.

What’s
going

21  Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers

22  Research conducted by Censuswide on behalf of Sainsbury’s July 2020 using a sample of 1,000 UK consumers

23 CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 2019

24 IRI, 2020

25 IRI, 2020
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Product Development 
Manager, Beers, Wines and 
Spirits Louise Lynch 
Louise has worked for Sainsbury’s 
for a number of years across a range 
of beer, wine and spirits categories. 
During her time at Sainsbury’s Louise 
has won a number of awards and 

scholarships for her achievements, including the Lustau 
Trophy, a Worshipful Company of Distillers 
Scholarship and the Derouet Jameson Award, 
with the help of high grades from her WSET 
exams and Diploma. Louise has a passion 
for developing great quality liquids through 
working closely with leading producers and 
suppliers and creating strategies grounded in 
customer missions and needs.

Specialty Beer and NoLow 
Buyer Jack Banks
Jack was introduced to Sainsbury’s 
through the wine buying team 
and is now in control of the Craft 
Beer, Bottled Ale, NoLow Beer and 
Gifting categories for the business. 
Previous to Sainsbury’s, Jack 

worked for the award-winning cocktail bar Dandelyan as 
Senior Bartender for three years, following his time spent 
at multiple on-trade bars across the UK 
earlier in his career.

Champagne and Sparkling 
Wine Buyer Jack Lucas 
Jack joined Sainsbury’s on the 
Commercial Graduate scheme over 
five years ago and has worked 
across several different roles 
throughout the business; including 
a stint in Marketing as a campaign 

manager, and latterly a variety of 
different buying roles. A passionate 
foodie, Jack reached the finals of 
MasterChef back in 2014. He has recently 
completed his level two qualification 
with the Wine & Spirit Education Trust 
and is working towards level three. Jack 
is both an avid wine fan and consumer. 

Wine Buying Manager
Tom Holliday 
Tom has worked for Sainsbury’s 
for eight years. After joining the 
wine team as a category assistant, 
Tom moved to the packaged and 
speciality department for a couple 
of years, buying a diverse variety 

of products including Sainsbury’s Free from ranges. 
Tom then returned to the wine team 
to specialise in ‘mid-tier’ wine before 
taking on his current role as Buying 
Manager.

Category Manager, Beers, 
Wines and Spirits  
Elizabeth Newman 
Elizabeth leads a large multi 
skilled team responsible for 
partnering with global alcohol 
producers to enable Sainsbury’s 
to provide the best drinks choices 
to its customers; developing and 

delivering strategies for growth of branded and of course 
Sainsbury’s own label drinks. Developing a sustainable 
and responsible industry is a top priority for Elizabeth. 
Elizabeth is passionate about the industry and recently 
achieved her WSET Level 3 qualification.

Head of Future Brands 
Origination & Investing
Emma Williams: 
Emma has led Origination for 
Future Brands since April this 
year, though has worked at 
Sainsbury’s for the last 3 years. 
Emma previously worked in the 

Strategy team where she worked on transformational 
deals, partnerships and growth projects in Sainsbury’s 
key categories. Emma and her current team are finding 
and partnering with the most exciting challenger brands 
in the FMCG space today.

Wine Buyer 
Hugh Browne 
Hugh looks after a variety of wine 
formats for Sainsbury’s including 
minis, cans, half bottles, Bag in Box 
and 75cls. Hugh has worked in the 
Sainsbury’s wine team for just over 
a year, previously having worked 

in the fresh food team. Before joining the 
ranks at Sainsbury’s, Hugh worked for an 
Italian fine food and catering business, 
where his time was split between 
running the catering kitchen and 
supplying hotels and restaurants with 
ingredients which took him into kitchens 
around the country.

Meetexpertsthe

Spirits Buyer 
Michael Cary 
Michael joined Sainsbury’s in 2018 
after four years in Management 
Consulting. After 18 months as 
Range Analyst for Beer, Cider 
and Spirits, Michael leapt at the 
chance to take on the role of Spirits 

Buyer, a category that he feels very 
passionately about.
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Wine Expert  
Helena Nicklin 
Helena Nicklin is a wine and spirits 
writer, consultant, presenter and 
judge for various international wine 
awards as well as one third of the 
Amazon Prime TV trio, ‘The Three 

Drinkers’. She has written for various consumer titles 
such as Stylist, The Sun, Luxury Lifestyle Magazine, The 
Guardian and Decanter as well as appearing regularly as 
the drinks expert on live radio and at consumer events.

Spirits Expert  
Tom Sandham 
Tom Sandham is an award-winning 
drinks expert, author, columnist and 
comedy performer. Former editor 
of the leading bartender magazine 
CLASS and spirits educator at the 

WSET he has written about spirits for all the leading 
broadsheet papers and magazines including Esquire. He 
is author of the award-winning World’s Best Cocktails, 
a columnist with Telegraph Luxury and Spectator LIFE, 
covering premium spirits and has been named the IWSC 
Spirits Communicator of the year.

Beer Expert  
Jane Peyton 
Jane Peyton is an award-winning 
drinks educator, writer, broadcaster, 
pub expert, and public speaker. 
Jane was the UK’s first accredited 
Pommelier (cider sommelier) and 

Britain’s first Beer Sommelier of the Year. She is a former 
Imbibe Magazine Drinks Educator of the Year and the 
author of several non-fiction books. She has two new 
history books commissioned by the British Library 
coming out in 2020 and 2021: ‘The Philosophy of Gin’ 
(August 2020) and ‘The Philosophy of Beer’ (April 2021).

Industry
experts
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